Factsheet

Central e-pos Estate Control
Data Synchronisation
Management Facilities
Flexible Integration
Load Spreading
Small Footprint

Retail Systems Designed by Retailers
Eurostop’s e-manager is the latest addition to our suite of software applications. Already in
use internationally, e-manager enables larger retailers to harness Eurostop’s e-pos touch
solution and integrate with ERP systems like Oracle, SAP, Movex and MS Dynamics AX. The
e-manager browser based control panel provides access to your whole e-pos estate via a
central dashboard - allowing at a glance monitoring of the online status of your e-pos estate,
data synchronisation schedules and much more.
Simple configuration allows larger retailers to set up multiple e-manager groups based upon
their regional architecture, assisting with load spreading, system resilience and efficient
communication. With the small footprint generated by the software, synchronisation of data
from head office to stores is carried out even over low band widths.
e-manager allows for centralised control of e-pos user security and head office can also set
up and manage payment types, CRM criteria, discount/price override/petty cash/refund
reasons, currency management and much more.
To access an additional host of features, use in conjunction with e-rmis, and you will also be
offered on-line functionality such as live sales & stock, transfers, deliveries, CRM (customer
loyalty management), promotions and product image upload.

Factsheet

Features
Standard interfaces include ERP (Microsoft Dynamics,
SAP, Movex, STYLEman, ORACLE etc.)

Worldwide & multi regional control of your e-pos estate
from your e-manager dashboard

Central control of synchronisation and scheduling
from head office to stores

ERP with e-manager

Multi regional
Online estate control
Browser based access (reponsive website)
Communicates over http (no specialised networking required)
Secure website management
Dashboard - view online estate status
Synchronise store / region / estate
Alerts
Data synchronisation audit log

Americas

System Utilities
Supports multiple security levels

Europe

Centralised e-pos set-up and control (till definitions, tender
type, cash out parameters, discount reason, price override
reason, sales return reason, paid in and pick up reason)

Asia

Omni channel facilitator - setup estate CRM criteria

Hosting
On premises / cloud / data centre

Technology
HTML 5
Angular JS
SQL Server / SQL Azure

e-manager may be used in conjunction with
Eurostop’s e-rmis to increase the potential
capabilities of the integrated system

Responsive browser based estate management
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